2020 EVENT CALENDER AT A GLANCE

SPECIAL EVENTS

- JANUARY 15, 4-8PM
  RING IN THE NEW YEAR MIXER

- APRIL 22-24
  SW REGIONAL CONFERENCE-LAS VEGAS, NV

- MAY 7, 5-8PM
  DESIGN AWARDS - A+D MUSEUM, LA

- AUGUST (DATE TBD)
  SUMMER CRUSH MIXER

- OCTOBER 28-31
  LearningSCAPES - SAN ANTONIO, TX

EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS

- APRIL (DATE TBD)
  LA COUNTY - DEVELOPING ED SPECS/VOCATIONAL TRAINING - VENICE H.S.

- SEPTEMBER (DATE TBD)
  ORANGE COUNTY - EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARNING

SCHOOL SITE TOURS

- MARCH 12 1:30-5PM
  SAN MARCOS USD & PALOMAR COLLEGE TOUR - NETWORKING MIXER TO FOLLOW

- OCTOBER (DATE TBD)
  ACTIVE SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION SITE TOUR - GRIFFITHS MS - DOWNEY USD
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